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Transition free-electron laser „amplifier … driven by an electron bunch

S. G. Oganesyan*
R&D Company ‘‘Lazerain Tekhnika’’ Shopron st. 21, Yerevan 375090, Armenia

~Received 20 August 1998; revised manuscript received 10 November 1998!

A theory of transition free-electron laser~FEL! driven by an electron bunch of finite longitudinal length is
presented. It is shown that one can introduce concepts of a long, a short, and a very short bunch depending on
the degree of correlation between the bunch effective length and the transition radiation formation length. It is
obtained that a long Gaussian bunch produces an electromagnetic pulse with a double-exponent-type envelope
exp@exp(2t2)#, whereas in the short bunch case the latter has an oscillating nature. Both analytic and numerical
studies show that the long bunch compression into the short one improves the bunch-field coupling and results
in the enhancement of the logarithm of a gain at the pulse center by nearly one order. The further bunch
compression leads to the gain vanishing. It is noted that a similar picture is probably possible for an undulator
FEL. The results are generalized for a bunch train.@S1063-651X~99!06103-6#

PACS number~s!: 41.60.Cr
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Electromagnetic waves produced by the passage o
charged particle through the interface between two me
with different dielectric constants are known as transit
radiation~TR! @1#. In contrast to the Cherenkov effect@when
the radiated frequenciesv are limited byn(v).1 condition#
and to the Compton~or undulator! effect ~where the frequen-
cies are bounded both by the wavelength of a pump w
and by the energyE of an electron beam!, in the device there
are no restrictions on frequency values~of course, except for
an obvious condition\v,E2mc2!. Hence the transition
radiation seems to be a very suitable source for a tun
free-electron laser~FEL!. An analysis of single-particle
spontaneous TR has been done in a great number of
theoretical and experimental works and generalized in mo
graphs@2–4#. Coherent TR, produced by an electron bun
~e bunch! with a lengthl, which is of the order of or smalle
than the emission wavelengthl, was studied in@5#. Refer-
ence@6# marked the beginning of studies of the stimulat
transition effect. A number of both linear and nonlinear
fects considered in our papers~including a charged particle
acceleration, ane beam modulation and polarization, and
electromagnetic wave amplification, for such configuratio
as a single interface, a dielectric plate, a resonant medi!
were summarized in Ref.@7#, Sec. III. Here one can find a
number of references in the field as well. Our analy
showed @7# that a notable gain in a transition laser~TL!
driven by an ordinarye beam could be achieved in a low
frequency range. Interesting ways of the FEL gain increas
in a high-frequency range have been discussed in@8,9#. Note
that there is a well-known approach for the transition eff
increasing based on a resonant medium@2,3#. The possibili-
ties for such a device application for the ultraviolet and x-r
FEL were considered in@10–12#.

As was shown in@7#, in a space-heterogeneous mediu
one may consider a monochromatic amplified signal a
superposition of plane waves which have the same
quency, but different wave vectors@see Eqs.~1! and ~1a!
below#. The amplification mechanism for such fields is bas
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on the fact that the wave vectors of photons, which take p
in the radiation and absorption processes~and, as a result, the
corresponding photon numbers!, are different@7#. By varying
an electron beam velocity, one can reach the wave ve
region where the probability of a photon-stimulated emiss
dominates over the probability of its stimulated absorptio
i.e., where the device operates in the laser regim
~Of course, there is a difference between this amplificat
mechanism and an inversion population concept in ordin
@13# and free-electron@14# lasers.! Since in our device a
source of energy is the free electron, one can then sp
about a transition FEL operating in the amplifier regime.

In all the papers quoted above, it has been presumed
e beams are spatially uniform. However, real beams alw
have a certain finite length. In this paper, we consider ope
tion regimes of a TL driven by ane bunch of arbitrary length
l. The concepts of a long, a short, and a very short bunch
introduced. It is shown that a long-bunch-length decreas
improves the bunch-field coupling and, as a result, the
gain is enhanced at the electromagnetic pulse cente
reaches its maximum in the short bunch case and vani
rapidly when the bunch length vanishes. Thus there is a p
sibility to optimize the TL operation.

Let a linear polarized monochromatic wave fall norma
on the vacuum-dielectric interface. For the sake of simplic
we assume that the dielectric refractive index isn511Dn,
where Dn!1. In this case one can write the wave vect
potential in the following approximate form:

Ay'
1

2
A0 expS ivt2 i

v

c
n~z!zD1c.c.

5
1

2
A0E F0~q!exp~ ivt2 iqz!dq1c.c., ~1!

where the Fourier-transformed function

F0~q!5
~ iv/2pc!~n21!

~k12q!~k22q!
. ~1a!
4573 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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The refractive indexn(z)5n151 in the z,0 range and
n(z)5n25n in the z.0 one, the wave vectorkr5vnr /c,
and the subscriptr 51,2. Let ane bunch cross the sam
interface. We adopt that every portion of the bunch with
same velocityv has a Gaussian-type shape along the elec
trajectory and is perfectly uniform in the transverse pla
Hence one may write the bunch distribution function asf 0

5 f 0
(m)(p) f 0

(s)(r ,t), where the first factorf 0
(m) describes the

bunch momentum spread, whereas the second one

f 0
~s!5

N~e!

ApSl
expF2

~r•n2vt !2

l 2 G
is responsible for its space configuration;N(e) is the total
number of electrons,S the beam area,v the electron velocity,
and the unit vectorn5v/v. Note that a parameterr̄0

5N(e)/ApSl is, actually, the bunch average density. Assu
that the bunch-field coupling is weak and that the amplitu
A0 depends weakly upont andz variables. In order to deter
mine the laser gain, we make use of the shortened wave
kinetic equations

]A0

]z
1

c

nr

]A0

]t
5

4p

c

1

ikr
j y expS i

v

c
nrz2 ivt D , ~2!

] f

]t
1v•

] f

]r
1eS Ef1

1

c
@v3Bf # D ] f

]p
50, ~3!

where the subscriptr 51,2 stands for the first and secon
media, respectively,Ef52c21]A/]t, and Bf5rotA. First
of all, we calculate the bunch distribution function in line
field approximation. Namely, we writef 5 f 01 f 1 , where the
first term f 0 is defined above and the second onef 1 is the
first-order perturbed part of distribution caused by the fi
~1!. Then, retaining only the oscillating part of the bun
current, one gets

j y5eE vyf 1 dp

5
1

2
e2cA0E dpE dq

by
2~v2/c22q2!F0

E~v2qvz2 i z!2 f 0ei ~vt2qz!1c.c.

~4!

~here a vanishing termi z determines the rule of a singula
function integration with respect topz!. If the beam momen-
tum spreadDp/p is much less than the field wave vect
spreadDq/q @the last is determined by the functionuF(q)u2,
Eq. ~1a!#, then the beam can be regarded as cold. On su
tuting f 0

(m)5d(p2p0) into Eq. ~4! and solving Eq.~2!, we
have

A0~z,t !5A00expF E
2`

z

R1Xj,
n1

c S j2z1
c

n1
t D CdjG ~5!

in the z,0 region and

A0~z,t !5DS z2
c

n2
t DexpF E

0

z

R2Xj,
n2

c S j2z1
c

n2
t D CdjG

~6!
e
n
.

e
e

nd

d

ti-

in thez.0 one. HereA005A0 (z52`) is the initial ampli-
tude of the amplified field~1!, a function

Rr~z,t !5~4p/ ivnrA0! j y exp~ ikrz2 ivt !.

One may determine an unknown functionD(x) from the
condition of continuity of the vector potential tangenti
components at the interfacez150, namely,

Ay~z120!5Ay~z110!.

Since we are interested in the amplified field intensityP in
the z→` region, then we must putz5` and n(z→`)51
into Eq. ~6!. Finally, one gets

P5P0 exp~GLf !,

whereP05v2A00
2 /8pc is the intensity of initial field,L f the

TR formation~and a signal amplification! length, and

GLf52pr̄0r 0l2
by

2

bz
2

mc2

E

v

c
Re

d

dq F S q22
v2

c DF1F2* G
q5v/vz

~7!

the TL gain in the natural logarithm scale~further ln gain, for
short!; r 05e2/mc2 is the electron classical radius,E and
mc2 are the electron energy and rest energy, respectiv
Rew means the real component ofw, F15F0 ,

F2* 5
1

4Ap
exp~2t2!(

r 51

2

l r exp~h r
2!@12F~h r !#,

h r5~21!r 11F i

2
~kr2q!l r2tG ,

l r5
lbz

b~12nrbz!
, t5

~z2ct!b

l
,

bz5vz /c, b5v/c, andF~h! is the error integral. Note, first
that in the limiting case of a uniforme beam (l→`) and in
the utu!1 region, the functionF2*→F0* and the formula~7!
coincide with the result@7#. Since the wave vectorq
5v/vz , then the first term inh r is directly proportional to
the parameterg5u(kr2v/vz) l r u5v l /bc. The latter, actu-
ally, is the ratio of the bunch effective lengthu l r u to the
transition radiation formation length,Lr51/ukr2v/vzu
5lbz/2pu12nrbzu, in the first (r 51) and second (r 52)
media, respectively@2–4#. In other words, the parameterg
describes the dependence of the TL efficiency on
~bunch length!2~amplification length! correlation degree. To
concretize the further analysis, assume@7# that the electron
velocity dimensionless components and energy are, res
tively,

bz5122Dn/3, bx5ADn/12, Ē52mc2/A5Dn.

On substituting these values into Eq.~7! and recalling that
Dn!1, one gets
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GLf5~GLf !0

Ap

18
g exp~2t2!@22 Re~ iQ1!1g ReQ̄2#,

~8!

where

~GLf !051.8
r0r 0l2

ADn
~8a!

is the TL ln gain from a spatially uniform electron beam,

Q15(
r 51

2

~21!r 11r exp~ h̄ r
2!@12F~h̄ r !#,

Q25(
r 51

2

~21!r r 2K h̄ r exp~ h̄ r
2!@12F~h̄ r !#2

1

Ap
L ,

h̄ r5~21!r S i

2
g1t D , g5

v l

c
, t5

z2ct

l
. ~9!

We say that a bunch is long if the parameterg@1 ~or if the
valuel @l/2p!. In this limit the asymptotes of Eq.~8! can be
written as simple elementary functions, namely,

GLf5~GLf !0 exp~2t2!F11
10

3g2 ~122t2!G ~10!

in the utu!g region and

GLf5~GLf !0

1

12S g

t D 2

exp~2t2!F11
3

4

1

t2 ~g222!G
~11!

in the utu!g region. As one could anticipate, the bunch pr
duces an electromagnetic pulse oft;1 ~or l p; l ! length.
The bunch length decreasing leads to the ln gain increa
at the pulse center regionutu,1/& @Eq. ~10!# and to the gain
decreasing on the pulse wings@Eq. ~11!#. Note that one can
speak about an electromagnetic wave amplification if
pulse lengthl p is of the order of or greater than the wav
length l, i.e., if the parameterg*2p. However, it seems
useful to consider~purely formally! the very short bunch
case, i.e., when the valueg!2p or l !l/2p. In this limit the
ln gain asymptotes are defined by Eq.~11! in the utu@1
region and by the equation

GLf5~GLf !0

1

6
g2S 11

5Ap

3
t D ~12!

in the utu!g region. Apparently, functionf (t) with such
asymptotes may achieve, at least, one minimum and
maximum in thet,0 andt.0 regions, respectively. There
fore, one can assert that in the short bunch case~i.e., when
g*2p or l *l! the TL ln gainGLf(t) has an oscillating
character.

Consider the ln gain dependence upon the bunch len
GLf(g), at the pulse centert50. As follows from Eqs.~10!
and ~12!, the ln gain curve is peaked around theg;2p
point; it vanishes rapidly if the bunch is very short, i.e.,g
-

ng

e

ne

th,

!1, and reaches a saturation value~8a! if the bunch is very
long, g@1. Apparently, the obtained effect can be used
TL operation improvement.

Assume that now ane beam comprisesNb identical
bunches. An analysis proceeding as before gives

GLf5~GLf !0

Ap

18
g (

n50

Nb21

exp~2tn
2!

3@22 Re~ iQ̄1n!1g ReQ̄2n#. ~13!

Here the functionsQ̄rv and h̄ rv are determined by Eqs.~9!
after the following substitutions:

h r→h rn5~21!r 11S i

2
g1

z2ct

l
1n

b

l D ,

t→tn5
z2ct

l
1n

b

l
.

In arriving at Eq.~13! it has been presumed that the distan
between the two nearest bunches is the same value equ
b. If this distance is small enough,b! l /(Nb21), then the ln
gain at the pulse centerz2ct50 is GLf5Nb(GLf)0 .
Hence, in this limiting case, all bunches operate coheren
In the opposite caseb@ l , every bunch produces its ow
electromagnetic pulse.

Consider these results numerically at the pulse centet
50. Adopt that the bunch average densityr̄0 is an invariant
value equal to 231011cm23. Let the dielectric refractive in-
dex be n51.001, the amplified radiation wavelengthl

FIG. 1. Gain dependence on the length of an electron bunc
the natural logarithm scale. It is assumed that the bunch ave
densityr0 is an invariant value; the bunch length is normalized
the wavelength of the amplified signalg52nl/l.

FIG. 2. Graph of theGLf(g) function in the case when the tota
electron number of the bunch,N(e), is an invariant value during the
compression.
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58 mm, and the electron energyE514.45 MeV. ~Note that
the bunch average current is 1 kA/cm2; such a high-curren
application has a specific character@17#.! For chosen pa-
rameters the uniform-momentum beam approximation, u
by us, holds true if the bunch angular and energy spr
widths areD/E,(Dn/2)(E/mc2)50.4 andd,ADn/351.8
31022, respectively@7#. In the case of a very long bunch
g05100 or l 0512.73 cm, the ln gain (GLf)052.042. The
bunch length decreasing down to 3.82 cm~or g530! leads to
the ln gain increasing up to 2.06. The ln gain reaches
maximum equal to 2.8 in the case of a very short bunchg
53.6 or l 50.5 cm. In the short bunch case,l 151.019 cm or
g158, the ln gain is 2.166. Thus the curveGLf(g) has a
peak atg;3.6, vanishes rapidly in theg!1 region@see Eq.
~12!#, and tends to the saturating value 2.042 in theg@1
region ~8a! ~see Fig. 1!.

An essential effect can be achieved in the case when
bunch total electron numberNb is an invariant value~see
in

y

s.
d
d

ts

he

Fig. 2!. The similar bunch compression fromg05100 or l 0
512.73 cm down tog158 or l 151.019 cm~i.e., 12.5 times!
leads to the ln gain (GLf)0 increasing 13.3 times.

In conclusion, consider the possible application of the
fect for a Compton~undulator! and Cherenkov FEL. As is
known, in these devices in a short length operation reg
@15,16# a gain occurs only out of the corresponding synch
nism ~or resonant! conditionsv12v22v(k11k2)50 and
v2kv50. Meanwhile, namely, these conditions are t
prime cause of the spontaneous emission effect in both ca
As far as we know, this dissonance has not been discuss
the literature. It is believed that the operation mechanism
such devices is really connected with the stimulated tra
tion effect at the entrance and at the exit of the systems,
that the gain enhancement effect considered above is, p
ably, intrinsic to those FEL’s as well.

This work was supported by the International Science a
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